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MEDIA RELEASE 
 

PSYCHS SURPRISED AT NUMBER OF OUTBACK YOUNG PEOPLE 
WILLING TO TALK ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH  

EPIC TREK: 16,000km motorbike tour brings mental health support to outback residents. 
 
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO NEWS RELEASE AND IMAGES  
 
A group of mental health professionals who’ve completed a 16,000 kilometre motorcycle journey across 
Western Queensland were buoyed by the number of people they encountered on properties willing to have 
a conversation about mental health. 

More than 20 mental health professionals including psychiatrists, psychologists, mental health nurses and 
social workers undertook the epic “Psychs on Bikes” journey on a quest to raise awareness about mental 
health within a hard-to-reach population.  

“I had the stereotypical old bush stockman in my mind when I rode out to these remote properties, but what 
I found was something very different,”  Psychs on Bikes participant and Western Queensland Primary 
Health Network (WQPHN) Coordinator Mark Goddard said. 

“The number of young staff on these cattle properties, gap-year students, young couples who were 
managing these vast stations amazed me, plus the fact that most of them were willing to have a yarn about 
their mental health.” 

“The whole purpose of this trip was to use the motorbikes to break the ice and help start a conversation 
about mental health among outback residents who often feel stigmatised, but this trip showed that there is 
definitely a greater willingness to open up, which was great to see,” Mark said. 

Supported by funding from the WQPHN, the “Cattle Station Leg” of the “2021 Big Ride” wound its way from 
the South West of the state, through the Central West and right up to towns and properties in the North 
West before heading to the Northern Territory,  

On the trip, the team conducted more than 300 body checks and head checks and found most property 
workers were very keen to be involved in assessing their physical and mental health.   

“We’ve been doing these rides now for 10 years and on this ride in particular we noticed a shift in attitude 
about mental health, with a greater willingness to have a yarn about it,”  Psychs on Bikes Founder and 
President Dr Joe Dunn said. 

“It’s well known that young people are more open to these kinds of conversations and support, but we also 
encountered older people also willing to share their stories about their own challenges with mental health in 
the bush.” 
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“Stigma has always been a huge issue in rural and remote communities when it comes to seeking help 
about mental health issues, but on this journey we were welcomed with open arms and I think residents 
respected the fact that we were willing to make the effort to meet them on their turf,” Dr Dunn said.  

Since 2011, Psychs on Bikes has delivered more than one thousand one-on-one health checks in rural and 
remote Australia, helping to destigmatise the idea of seeking help and working to identify ways people 
might begin the process of helping themselves. 

Western Qld Primary Health Network (WQPHN) quick facts: 

• commissions (or funds) health services in Western Queensland 
• covers almost one million square kilometres of Queensland, 55% of the state’s total land area 
• aligns health investment with demonstrated population health needs 
• uses health intelligence data to orientate health services efficiently and effectively 
• ensures the right primary health care is delivered, at the right time by the right provider 
• advised by GPs and other health professionals and consumers 
• one of 31 PHNs across Australia established and funded by the Commonwealth Government 
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